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By Ginger Rue

Aladdin Paperbacks, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Meet
the wonder-full Aleca Zamm, an ordinary ten-year-old with an extraordinary ability: she can stop
time! Aleca Zamm has finally reached double digits and she still doesn t have a thing --a special
talent or ability that will make her stand out. Her best friend, Maria, has a thing (swim team); her
sister, Dylan, has a thing (singing); and even her former BFF Madison has a thing (soccer). But
Aleca? No. Thing. Until the day of her tenth birthday when Aleca discovers she can stop time just by
saying her name. Suddenly, Aleca has a thing.and life is about to get a lot more interesting! It turns
out that being a Wonder (as her eccentric Aunt Zephyr, who is also a Wonder, calls it) comes with a
few caveats, and that stopping time doesn t go undetected by other Wonders or those who may be
searching for them. With her new mentor Aunt Zephyr by her side, Aleca discovers that being
special comes with special challenges she never expected.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely worth getting. Yes, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to inform you that here is the finest book i
have go through in my own daily life and may be he finest pdf for possibly.
-- Dr. Catherine Hickle-- Dr. Catherine Hickle

This pdf is definitely worth getting. I have got read and i am sure that i will going to read once more yet again in the future. I discovered this pdf from my
dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Korbin Bruen-- Korbin Bruen
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